I. INTRODUCTION
Tailbiting is a technique to terminate a convolutional code into a block code [l] : We focus on constructions and bounds for sectionalized tailbiting trellises since they may have less complexity than non-sectionalized ones.
We consider an (N, K, dmin) binary linear block code C with a generator matrix G = {r;}, i = 1, ..., K . We say that G is given in tailbiting span form if it consists of rows such that 
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We have used the bound in Theorem 1 to find an efficient (in sense of state complexity) tailbiting representation for an (N, K) linear block code using time-invariant convolutional codes of rate R = l/c, c = 2,3,4, and state complexity (constraint length) p. We exploit two kinds of methods to reject weak codes. 
